**Window Graphic**

**Clean**
Clean surface with ordinary water or Isopropyl alcohol.

**Remove backer**
Peel off backer and place on window.

**Apply**
Starting at the center squeegee out with a credit card - working out all the bubbles until smooth.

---

**Floor Graphics**

Please note these clings are not repositionable.

Please take care when placing on the floor.

**Clean**
Clean surface with ordinary water or Isopropyl alcohol.

**Remove backer**
Peel off backer and place on the floor.

**Apply**
Starting at the center squeegee out with a credit card - working out all the bubbles until smooth.

---

**Wall Graphics**

Intended to install on smooth flat walls.

Do not install your wall cling onto cold or damp surfaces, or anywhere near heaters, fires or central heating radiators.

**Clean**
Clean surface with ordinary water or Isopropyl alcohol making sure the surface is fully dried before applying.

**Remove backer**
Remove the backing from your wall cling and apply to the wall. Spread out your wall cling on a flat surface, face down. Begin peeling the backing off from the top down until the entire backing is off. Very lightly place the wall cling onto the prepared wall surface. Position it until it’s where you want.

**Apply**
Making sure your wall cling is flat and smooth is a very important step! Once it’s in place, smooth out any air pockets or wrinkles using the palms of your hand or a credit card and working from the center out. Finish, by smoothing down all the outer edges.